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Abstract. This paper analyzes the best speeds that can be obtained
for single-scalar multiplication with variable base point by combining a
huge range of options:
– many choices of coordinate systems and formulas for individual group
operations, including new formulas for tripling on Edwards curves;
– double-base chains with many different doubling/tripling ratios, including standard base-2 chains as an extreme case;
– many precomputation strategies, going beyond Dimitrov, Imbert,
Mishra (Asiacrypt 2005) and Doche and Imbert (Indocrypt 2006).
The analysis takes account of speedups such as S − M tradeoffs and
includes recent advances such as inverted Edwards coordinates.
The main conclusions are as follows. Optimized precomputations and
triplings save time for single-scalar multiplication in Jacobian coordinates, Hessian curves, and tripling-oriented Doche/Icart/Kohel curves.
However, even faster single-scalar multiplication is possible in Jacobi intersections, Edwards curves, extended Jacobi-quartic coordinates, and
inverted Edwards coordinates, thanks to extremely fast doublings and
additions; there is no evidence that double-base chains are worthwhile
for the fastest curves. Inverted Edwards coordinates are the speed leader.
Key words: Edwards curves, double-base number systems, double-base
chains, addition chains, scalar multiplication, tripling, quintupling
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Introduction

Double-base number systems have been suggested as a way to speed up scalar
multiplication on elliptic curves. The idea is to expand a positive integer n as
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a sum of very few terms ci 2ai 3bi with ci = 1 or ci = −1, and thus to express
a scalar multiple nP as a sum of very few points ci 2ai 3bi P . Unfortunately, the
time to add these points is only one facet of the time to compute nP ; computing
the points in the first place requires many doublings and triplings. Minimizing
the number of additions is minimizing the wrong cost measure.
At Asiacrypt
Dimitrov, Imbert, and Mishra [11] introduced doubleP a2005,
i bi
base chains
ci 2 3 , where again ci = 1 or −ci = 1, with the new restrictions
a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ · · · and b1 ≥ b2 ≥ b3 ≥ · · · allowing a Horner-like evaluation
of nP with only a1 doublings and only b1 triplings. But the new restrictions
introduced by double-base chains substantially increase the number of additions.
At Indocrypt 2006, Doche and Imbert [13] improved double-base chains by
introducing an analogue of signed-sliding-window methods, keeping the restrictions a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ · · · and b1 ≥ b2 ≥ b3 ≥ · · · but allowing ci and −ci to
be chosen from a coefficient set S larger than {1}, leading to shorter chains
and thus fewer additions. Doche and Imbert studied in detail the sets {1},
{1, 2, 3, 4, 9}, {1, 2, . . . , 24 , 3, . . . , 34 }, {1, 5, 7}, {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25}. For
each set they counted (experimentally) the number of additions, doublings, and
triplings in their chains, compared these to the number of additions and doublings in the standard single-base sliding-window methods, and concluded that
these new double-base chains save time in scalar multiplication. However, there
are several reasons to question this conclusion:
• The comparison ignores the cost of precomputing all the cP for c ∈ S. These
costs are generally lower for single-base chains, and are incurred for every
scalar multiplication (unless P is reused, in which case there are much faster
scalar-multiplication methods).
• The comparison relies on obsolete addition formulas. For example, [13] uses
mixed-addition formulas that take 8M + 3S: i.e., 8 field multiplications and
3 squarings. Faster formulas are known, taking only 7M + 4S; this speedup
has a larger benefit for single-base chains than for double-base chains.
• The comparison relies on obsolete curve shapes. For example, [13] uses doubling formulas that take 4M+6S, but the standard choice a4 = −3 improves
Jacobian-coordinate doubling to 3M + 5S, again making single-base chains
more attractive. Recent work has produced extremely fast doubling and addition formulas for several non-Jacobian curve shapes.
In this paper we carry out a much more comprehensive comparison of ellipticcurve scalar-multiplication methods. We analyze a much wider variety of coordinate systems, including the most recent innovations in curve shapes and the
most recent speedups in addition formulas; see Section 3. In particular, we include Edwards curves in our comparison; in Section 2 we introduce new fast
tripling formulas for Edwards curves, and in the appendix we introduce quintupling formulas. Our graphs include the obsolete addition formulas for Jacobian
coordinates (“Std-Jac” and “Std-Jac-3”) to show how striking the advantage of
better group operations is. We account for the cost of precomputations, and we
account for the difference in speeds between addition, readdition, and mixed addition. We include more choices of chain parameters, and in particular identify
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better choices of S for double-base chains. We cover additional exponent lengths
of interest in cryptographic applications.
We find, as in [13], that double-base chains achieve significant improvements
for curves in Jacobian coordinates and for tripling-oriented Doche/Icart/Kohel
curves; computing scalar multiples with the {2, 3}-double-base chains is faster
than with the best known single-base chains. For integers of bit-length ` about
0.22` triplings and 0.65` doublings are optimal for curves in Jacobian coordinates; for the Doche/Icart/Kohel curves the optimum is about 0.29` triplings
and 0.54` doublings. For Hessian curves we find similar results; the optimum is
about 0.25` triplings and 0.6` doublings.
On the other hand, for Edwards curves it turns out that the optimum for
base-{2, 3} chains uses very few triplings. This makes the usefulness of doublebase chains for Edwards curves questionable. The same result holds for {2, 5}double-base chains. Based on our results we recommend traditional single-base
chains for implementors using Edwards curves. Similar conclusions apply to Jacobi intersections, extended Jacobi-quartic coordinates, and inverted Edwards
coordinates.
In the competition between coordinate systems, inverted Edwards coordinates are the current leader, followed closely by extended Jacobi-quartic coordinates and standard Edwards coordinates, and then by Jacobi intersections.
Jacobian coordinates with a4 = −3, despite double-base chains and all the other
speedups we consider, are slower than Jacobi intersections. Tripling-oriented
Doche/Icart/Kohel curves are competitive with Jacobian coordinates — but not
nearly as impressive as they seemed in [13]. For the full comparison see Section 5.

2

Edwards curves

Edwards [16] introduced a new form for elliptic curves over fields of characteristic different from 2 and showed that — after an appropriate field extension —
every elliptic curve can be transformed to this normal form. We now briefly
review arithmetic on Edwards curves and then develop new tripling formulas.
Hisil, Carter, and Dawson independently developed essentially the same tripling
formulas; see [18].
Background on Edwards curves. We present Edwards curves in the slightly
generalized version due to Bernstein and Lange [5]. An elliptic curve in Edwards
form, or simply Edwards curve, over a field k is given by an equation
x2 + y 2 = 1 + dx2 y 2 ,
law

where d ∈ k \ {0, 1}.

Two points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) are added according to the Edwards addition


x1 y2 + y1 x2
y1 y2 − x1 x2
(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) 7→
,
.
(2.1)
1 + dx1 x2 y1 y2 1 − dx1 x2 y1 y2

The neutral element of this addition is (0, 1). The inverse of any point (x1 , y1 )
on E is (−x1 , y1 ). Doubling can be performed with exactly the same formula as
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addition. If d is not a square in k the addition law is complete, i.e., it is defined
for all pairs of input points on the Edwards curve over k and the result matches
the sum of the input points on any birationally equivalent elliptic curve.
Bernstein and Lange [5] study Edwards curves for cryptographic applications
and give efficient explicit formulas for the group operations. To avoid inversions
they work with the homogenized equation in which a point (X1 : Y1 : Z1 )
corresponds to the affine point (X1 /Z1 , Y1 /Z1 ) on the Edwards curve. Their
newer paper [6] proposes using (X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) to represent (Z1 /X1 , Z1 /Y1 ).
These inverted Edwards coordinates save 1M in addition. For contrast we refer
to the former as standard Edwards coordinates.
Doubling on Edwards curves. If both inputs are known to be equal the
result of the addition can be obtained using fewer field operations. We briefly
describe how [5] derived the special formulas for doubling from the general addition law (2.1). The same approach will help in tripling.
Since (x1 , y1 ) is on the Edwards curve one can substitute the coefficient d by
2
(x1 + y12 − 1)/(x21 y12 ) in the following sum:

 

2x1 y1
y12 − x21
2x1 y1
y12 − x21
(x1 , y1 ), (x1 , y1 ) 7→
,
=
,
.
1 + dx21 y12 1 − dx21 y12
x21 + y12 2 − (x21 + y12 )
This substitution reduces the degree of the denominator from 4 to 2 which is
reflected in faster doublings.
Tripling on Edwards curves. One can triple a point by first doubling it and
then adding the result to itself. By applying the curve equation as in doubling
we obtain


((x21 + y12 )2 − (2x1 )2 )
((x21 + y12 )2 − (2y1 )2 )
x1 ,
y1 .
3(x1 , y1 ) =
4(x21 − 1)x21 − (x21 − y12 )2
−4(y12 − 1)y12 + (x21 − y12 )2
We present two sets of formulas to do this operation in standard Edwards
coordinates. The first one costs 9M + 4S while the second needs 7M + 7S. If
the S/M ratio is very small, specifically below 2/3, then the second set is better
while for larger ratios the first one is to be preferred.
The explicit formulas were verified to produce the 3-fold of the input point
(X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) by symbolically computing 3(X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) using the addition and
doubling formulas from [5] and comparing it with (X3 : Y3 : Z3 ).
Here are our 9M + 4S formulas for tripling:
A = X12 ; B = Y12 ; C = (2Z1 )2 ; D = A + B; E = D2 ; F = 2D · (A − B);
G = E − B · C; H = E − A · C; I = F + H; J = F − G;
X3 = G · J · X1 ; Y3 = H · I · Y1 ; Z3 = I · J · Z1 .

Here are our 7M + 7S formulas for tripling:
A = X12 ; B = Y12 ; C = Z12 ; D = A + B; E = D2 ; F = 2D · (A − B);
K = 4C; L = E − B · K; M = E − A · K; N = F + M ; O = N 2 ; P = F − L;
X3 = 2L · P · X1 ; Y3 = M · ((N + Y1 )2 − O − B); Z3 = P · ((N + Z1 )2 − O − C).

Appendix A contains formulas for quintupling on Edwards curves.
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5

Fast Addition on Elliptic Curves

There is a vast literature on elliptic curves. See [14, 7, 17] for overviews of efficient
group operations on elliptic curves, and [5, Section 6] for an analysis of scalarmultiplication performance without triplings.
Those overviews are not a satisfactory starting point for our analysis, because
they do not include the most recent improvements in curve shapes and in addition formulas. Fortunately, all of the latest improvements have been collected
into the Bernstein/Lange “Explicit-Formulas Database” (EFD) [4], with Magma
scripts verifying the correctness of the formulas. For example, this database now
includes our tripling formulas, the tripling formulas from [6] (modeled after ours)
for inverted Edwards coordinates, and the formulas from [18] for other systems.
Counting operations. In Section 5 we assume S = 0.8M, but in this section
we record the costs separately. We ignore costs of the cheaper field operations
such as field additions, field subtractions, and field doublings.
We also ignore the costs of multiplications by curve parameters (for example,
d in Edwards form). We assume that curves are sensibly selected with small
parameters so that these multiplications are easy.
Jacobian coordinates. Let k be a field of characteristic at least 5. Every
elliptic curve over k can then be written in short Weierstrass form E : y 2 =
x3 + a4 x + a6 , a4 , a6 ∈ k, where f (x) = x3 + a4 x + a6 is squarefree. The set
E(k) of k-rational points of E is the set of tuples (x1 , y1 ) satisfying the equation
together with a point P∞ at infinity.
The most popular representation of an affine point (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(k) is as
Jacobian coordinates (X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) satisfying Y12 = X13 + a4 X1 Z12 + a6 Z16 and
(x1 , y1 ) = (X1 /Z12 , Y1 /Z13 ). An addition of generic points (X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) and
(X2 : Y2 : Z2 ) in Jacobian coordinates costs 11M + 5S. A readdition — i.e., an
addition where (X2 : Y2 : Z2 ) has been added before — costs 10M + 4S, because
Z22 and Z23 can be cached and reused. A mixed addition — i.e., an addition where
Z2 is known to be 1 — costs 7M + 4S. A doubling — i.e., an addition where
(X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) and (X2 : Y2 : Z2 ) are known to be equal — costs 1M + 8S. A
tripling costs 5M + 10S.
If a4 = −3 then the cost for doubling changes to 3M + 5S and that for
tripling to 7M + 7S. Not every curve can be transformed to allow a4 = −3 but
important examples such as the NIST curves [1] make this choice. We refer to
this case as Jacobian-3.
Most of the literature presents slower formulas producing the same output,
and correspondingly reports higher costs for arithmetic in Jacobian coordinates.
See, for example, [1, Section A.10.4] and the aforementioned overviews. We include the slower formulas in our experiments to simplify the comparison of our
results to previous results in [13] and [11] and to emphasize the importance of
using faster formulas. We refer to the slower formulas as Std-Jac and Std-Jac-3.
More coordinate systems. Several other representations of elliptic curves have
attracted attention because they offer faster group operations or extra features
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such as unified addition formulas that also work for doublings. Some of these
representations can be reached through isomorphic transformation for any curve
in Weierstrass form while others require, for example, a point of order 4. Our
analysis includes all of the curve shapes listed in the following table:
Curve shape
3DIK
Edwards
ExtJQuartic
Hessian
InvEdwards
JacIntersect
Jacobian
Jacobian-3
Std-Jac
Std-Jac-3

ADD
11M + 6S
10M + 1S
8M + 3S
12M + 0S
9M + 1S
13M + 2S
11M + 5S
11M + 5S
12M + 4S
12M + 4S

reADD
mADD
DBL
TRI
10M + 6S 7M + 4S 2M + 7S 6M + 6S
10M + 1S 9M + 1S 3M + 4S 9M + 4S
8M + 3S 7M + 3S 3M + 4S 4M + 11S
12M + 0S 10M + 0S 7M + 1S 8M + 6S
9M + 1S 8M + 1S 3M + 4S 9M + 4S
13M + 2S 11M + 2S 3M + 4S 4M + 10S
10M + 4S 7M + 4S 1M + 8S 5M + 10S
10M + 4S 7M + 4S 3M + 5S 7M + 7S
11M + 3S 8M + 3S 3M + 6S 9M + 6S
11M + 3S 8M + 3S 4M + 4S 9M + 6S

The speeds listed here, and the speeds used in our analysis, are the current
speeds in EFD.
“ExtJQuartic” and “Hessian” and “JacIntersect” refer to the latest addition
formulas for Jacobi quartics Y 2 = X 4 + 2aX 2 Z 2 + Z 4 , Hessian curves X 3 + Y 3 +
Z 3 = 3dXY Z, and Jacobi intersections S 2 + C 2 = T 2 , aS 2 + D2 = T 2 . EFD
takes account of the improvements in [15] and [18].
“3DIK” is an abbreviation for “tripling-oriented Doche/Icart/Kohel curves,”
the curves Y 2 = X 3 + a(X + Z 2 )2 Z 2 introduced last year in [12]. (The same
paper also introduces doubling-oriented curves that do not have fast additions
or triplings and that are omitted from our comparison.) We note that [12] states
incorrect formulas for doubling. The corrected and faster formulas are:
B = X12 ; C = 2a · Z12 · (X1 + Z12 ); D = 3(B + C); E = Y12 ; F = E 2 ;
Z3 = (Y1 + Z1 )2 − E − Z12 ; G = 2((X1 + E)2 − B − F );
X3 = D2 − 3a · Z32 − 2G; Y3 = D · (G − X3 ) − 8F ;
which are now also included in the EFD.

4

Background: Double-Base Chains for Single-Scalar
Multiplication

This section reviews the previous state of the art in double-base chains for computing nP given P .
The non-windowing case. The “base-2” equation
314159P
= 2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(P ))+P ))−P )))+P )+P ))−P )))+P )+P ))))−P
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can be viewed as an algorithm to compute 314159P , starting from P , with a
chain of 18 doublings and 8 additions of P ; here we count subtractions as additions. One can express this chain more concisely — with an implicit application
of Horner’s rule — as
314159P = 218 P + 216 P − 214 P + 211 P + 210 P − 28 P + 25 P + 24 P − 20 P.
The slightly more complicated “double-base-2-and-3” equation
314159P = 215 32 P + 211 32 P + 28 31 P + 24 31 P − 20 30 P
= 3(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(3(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(P )))) + P )))) + P )))) + P ))))) − P

can be viewed as a better algorithm to compute 314159P , starting from P , with
a chain of 2 triplings, 15 doublings, and 4 additions of P . If 1 tripling has the
same cost as 1 doubling and 1 addition then this chain has the same cost as 17
doublings and 6 additions which is fewer operations than the 18 doublings and
8 additions of P needed in the base-2 expansion.
One can object to this comparison by pointing out that adding mP for m >
1 is more expensive than adding P — typically P is provided in affine form,
allowing a mixed addition of P , while mP requires a more expensive non-mixed
addition — so a tripling is more expensive than a doubling and an addition of
P . But this objection is amply answered by dedicated tripling formulas that are
less expensive than a doubling and an addition. See Sections 2 and 3.
Double-base chains were introduced by Dimitrov, Imbert, and Mishra in a
paper [11] at Asiacrypt 2005. There were several P
previous “double-base number
system” papers expanding nP in various ways as
ci 2ai 3bi P with ci ∈ {−1, 1};
the critical advance in [11] was to require a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ · · · and b1 ≥ b2 ≥
b3 ≥ · · · , allowing a straightforward chain of doublings and triplings without the
expensive backtracking that plagued previous papers.
Issues in comparing single bases to double bases. One can object that
the benefit of fast double-base chains is outweighed by the cost of finding those
chains. Perhaps this objection will be answered someday by an optimized algorithm that finds a double-base chain in less time than is saved by applying that
chain. We rely on a simpler answer: we focus on cryptographic applications in
which the same n is used many times (as in [10, Section 3]), allowing the chain
for n to be constructed just once and then reused. Our current software has not
been heavily optimized but takes under a millisecond to compute an expansion
of a cryptographic-size integer n.
A more troubling objection is that the simple base-2 chains described above
were obsolete before the advent of double-base chains. Typical speed-oriented
elliptic-curve software instead uses “sliding window” base-2 chains that use
marginally more temporary storage but considerably fewer additions — see below. Even if double-base chains are faster than obsolete base-2 chains, there is
no reason to believe that they are faster than state-of-the-art sliding-window
base-2 chains. This objection is partly answered by an analogous improvement
to double-base chains — see below — but the literature does not contain a careful
comparison of optimized double-base chains to optimized single-base chains.
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The sliding-windows case. The “sliding-windows base-2” equation
314159P = 216 5P − 211 7P + 28 3P + 24 3P − 20 P
= 2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(5P ))))) − 7P ))) + 3P )))) + 3P )))) − P

can be viewed as an algorithm to compute 314159P starting from {P, 3P, 5P, 7P }
with a chain of 16 doublings and 4 additions. It can therefore be viewed as
an algorithm to compute 314159P , starting from P , with 17 doublings and 7
additions; this operation count includes the obvious chain of 1 doubling and 3
additions to produce 2P, 3P, 5P, 7P from P .
The idea of starting with {P, 2P, 3P, 4P, . . . , (2w − 1)P } (“fixed length-w
windows”) was introduced by Brauer long ago in [9]. By optimizing the choice
of w as a function of the bitlength `, Brauer showed that one can compute nP
for an `-bit integer n using ≈ ` doublings and at most ≈ `/ lg ` additions (even
without subtractions). The idea to start with {P, 2P, 3P, 5P, 7P, . . . , (2w − 1)P }
(“sliding length-w windows”) was introduced by Thurber in [22], saving some
additions. For comparison, the simple base-2 chains considered earlier use ≈ `
doublings and ≈ `/3 additions (on average; as many as `/2 in the worst case).
The benefit of windows increases slowly with `.
Doche and Imbert, in their paper [13] at Indocrypt 2006, introduced an
analogous improvement to double-base chains. Example: The “sliding-windows
double-base-2-and-3” equation
314159P = 212 33 3P − 27 33 5P − 24 31 7P − 20 30 P
= 3(2(2(2(2(3(3(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(3P ))))) − 5P ))))) − 7P ))))) − P
can be viewed as an algorithm to compute 314159P starting from {P, 3P, 5P, 7P }
with a chain of 3 triplings, 12 doublings, and 3 additions. It can therefore be
viewed as an algorithm to compute 314159P , starting from P , with 3 triplings,
13 doublings, and 6 additions. (The set {P, 3P, 5P, 7P } was not considered in
[13]; we use this example to emphasize the analogy between single-base chains
and double-base chains.)
Doche and Imbert state an algorithm to compute double-base chains for
arbitrary coefficient sets S containing 1. In their experiments they focus on sets
of the form {1, 2, 3, 22 , 32 , . . . , 2k , 3k } or sets of odd integers co-prime to 3. In
this paper we study several coefficient sets including all sets considered in [13]
and additional sets such as {P, 2P, 3P, 5P, 7P }.
Computing a chain. Finding the chain 314159 = 218 + 216 − 214 + 211 +
210 − 28 + 25 + 24 − 20 is a simple matter of finding the closest power of 2 to
314159, namely 218 = 262144; then finding the closest power of 2 to the difference
|314159 − 262144| = 52015, namely 216 = 65536; and so on.
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Similarly, by inspecting the first few bits of a nonzero integer n one can easily
see which of the integers
± 1,
± 3,

± 2,
± 2 · 3,

± 22 ,
2

± 2 3,
2

± 23 ,
3

± 2 3,
3

± 24 ,

...

4

...

4

± 2 3,

± 5,

± 2 · 5,

± 2 5,

± 2 5,

± 2 5,

...

± 7,

± 2 · 7,

± 22 7,

± 23 7,

± 24 7,

...

is closest to n. By subtracting that integer from n and repeating
P the same process
one expands n into Thurber’s base-2 sliding-window chain i ci 2ai with ±ci ∈
{1, 3, 5, 7} and a1 > a2 > a3 > · · · . For example, 216 · 5 = 327680 is closest to
314159; −211 · 7 = −14336 is closest to 314159 − 327680 = −13521; continuing in
the same way one finds the chain 314159 = 216 5P − 211 7P + 28 3P + 24 3P − 20 P
shown above. Similar comments apply to sets other than {1, 3, 5, 7}.
Dimitrov, Imbert, and Mishra in [11, Section 3] proposed a similar, although
slower, algorithm to find double-base chains with ci ∈ {−1, 1}; Doche and Imbert
in [13, Section 3.2] generalized the algorithm to allow a wider range of ci . For
example, given n and the set {1, 3, 5, 7}, the Doche-Imbert algorithm finds the
product c1 2a1 3b1 closest to n, with ±c1 ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}, subject to limits on a1
and b1 ; it then finds the product c2 2a2 3b2 closest to n − c1 2a1 3b1 , with ±c2 ∈
{1, 3, 5, 7}, subject to theP
chain conditions a1 ≥ a2 and b1 ≥ b2 ; continuing in
this way it expands n as i ci 2ai 3bi with ±ci ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}, a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · , and
b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · .
(The algorithm statements in [11] and [13] are ambiguous on the occasions
that n is equally close to two or more products c2a 3b . Which (c, a, b) is chosen?
In our new experiments, when several c2a 3b are equally close to n, we choose
the first (c, b, a) in lexicographic order: we prioritize a small c, then a small b,
then a small a.)
The worst-case and average-case chain lengths produced by this double-base
algorithm are difficult to analyze mathematically. However, the average chain
length for all n’s can be estimated with high confidence as the average chain
length seen for a large number of n’s. Dimitrov, Imbert, and Mishra used 10000
integers n for each of their data points; Doche and Imbert used 1000; our new
experiments use 10000. We also plan to compute variances but have not yet done
so.

5

New results

This section describes the experiments that we carried out and the multiplication
counts that we achieved. The results of the experiments are presented as a table
and a series of graphs.
Parameter space. Our experiments included several bit sizes `, namely 160,
200, 256, 300, 400, and 500. The choices 200, 300, 400, 500 were used in [13] and
we include them to ease comparison. The choices 160 and 256 are common in
cryptographic applications.
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Our experiments included the eight curve shapes described in Section 3:
3DIK, Edwards, ExtJQuartic, Hessian, InvEdwards, JacIntersect, Jacobian, and
Jacobian-3. For comparison with previous results, and to show the importance
of optimized curve formulas, we also carried out experiments for Std-Jac and
Std-Jac-3.
Our experiments included many choices of the parameter a0 in [13, Algorithm
1]. The largest power of 2 allowed in the algorithm is 2a0 , and the largest power
of 3 allowed in the algorithm is 3b0 where b0 = d(` − a0 )/ lg 3e. Specifically, we
tried each a0 ∈ {0, 10, 20, . . . , 10b`/10c}. This matches the experiments reported
in [13] for ` = 200. We also tried all integers a0 between 0.95` and 1.00`.
Our experiments included several sets S, i.e., sets of coefficients c allowed
in c2a 3b : the set {1} used in [11]; the sets {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 16, 27, 81},
{1, 5, 7}, {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25} appearing in the graphs in [13, Appendix
B] with labels “(1, 1)” and “(4, 4)” and “S2 ” and “S8 ”; and the sets {1, 2, 3, 4, 9},
{1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 27}, {1, 5}, {1, 5, 7, 11}, {1, 5, 7, 11, 13}, {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19} appearing in the tables in [13, Appendix B]. We also included the sets {1, 2, 3, 5},
{1, 2, 3, 5, 7}, and so on through {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25}; these sets
are standard in the base-2 context but do not seem to have been included in previous double-base experiments.
(We have considered additional sets such as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9}. Multiples of 6
are not worthwhile but we see some potential for coefficients 4, 8, 10, . . . in the
context of 3DIK coordinates. However, those sets are not yet included in our
experiments.)
We used straightforward combinations of additions, doublings, and triplings
for the initial computation of cP for each c ∈ S. We have considered, but not yet
included in our experiments, the use of quintuplings, merged operations, etc. for
this computation. Reader beware: as mentioned in Section 1, the costs of these
computations are ignored in [13], allowing arbitrarily large sets S for free and
allowing arbitrarily small costs of computing nP ; the costs in [13] thus become
increasingly inconsistent with the costs in this paper (and in reality) as S grows.
We follow the standard (although debatable) practice of counting S = 0.8M
and disregarding other field operations. We caution the reader that other weightings of field operations can easily change the order of two systems with similar
levels of performance.
Experiments and results. There are 8236 combinations of `, a0 , and S described above. For each combination, we

• generated 10000 uniform random integers n ∈ 0, 1, . . . , 2` − 1 ,
• converted each integer into a chain as specified by a0 and S,
• checked that the chain indeed computed n starting the chain from 1, and
• counted the number of triplings, doublings, additions, readditions, and mixed
additions for those 10000 choices of n.
We converted the results into multiplication counts for the curve shapes 3DIK,
Edwards, ExtJQuartic, Hessian, InvEdwards, JacIntersect, Jacobian, Jacobian3, Std-Jac, and Std-Jac-3, obtaining a cost for each of the 82360 combinations
of `, curve shape, a0 , and S.
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Figure 1 shows, for each ` (horizontal axis) and each curve shape, the minimum cost per bit obtained when a0 and S are chosen optimally. The implementor
can easily read off the ranking of coordinate systems from this graph. Table 1
displays the same information in tabular form, along with the choices of a0 and
S.
There is no unique optimal choice of a0 and S for every curve shape which
gives rise to the fastest computation of a given `-bit integer. For example, using
Jacobian coordinates the best result is achieved by precomputing odd coefficients
up to 13 for an integer of bit length at most 300. For 400-bit integers the optimum
uses S = {1, 2, 3, 5, . . . , 17} and in the 500-bit case also 19 is included.
None of the optimal results for ` ≥ 200 uses a set of precomputed points
discussed in [11] or [13]. The optimal coefficient sets in every case were those
used in (fractional) sliding-window methods, i.e. the sets {1, 2, 3, 5, . . . }.
Figure 2 shows, for each a0 (horizontal axis) and each curve shape, the cost
for ` = 200 when S is chosen optimally. This graph demonstrates the importance of choosing the right bounds for a0 and b0 depending on the ratio of the
doubling/tripling costs. We refer to Table 1 for the best choices of a0 and S for
each curve shape.
The fastest systems are Edwards, ExtJQuartic, and InvEdwards. They need
the lowest number of multiplications for values of a0 very close to `. These
systems are using larger sets of precomputations than slower systems such as
Jacobian-3 or Jacobian, and fewer triplings. The faster systems all come with
particularly fast addition laws, making the precomputations less costly, and particularly fast doublings, making triplings less attractive. This means that currently double-base chains offer no or very little advantage for the fastest systems.
See [5] for a detailed description of single-base scalar multiplication on Edwards
curves.
Not every curve can be represented by one of these fast systems. For curves
in Jacobian coordinates values of a0 around 0.6` seem optimal and produce
significantly faster scalar multiplication than single-base representations.
Figure 3 shows, for a smaller range of a0 (horizontal axis) and each choice
of S, the cost for Jacobian-3 coordinates for ` = 200. This graph demonstrates
several interesting interactions between the doubling/tripling ratio, the choice of
S, and the final results. Figure 4 is a similar graph for Edwards curves. The optimal scalar-multiplication method in that graph uses a0 ≈ 195 with coefficients
in the set ±{1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15}. The penalty for using standard single-base
sliding-window methods is negligible. On the other hand, triplings are clearly
valuable if storage for precomputed points is extremely limited.
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A

Appendix: Quintupling on Edwards Curves

In this section we give formulas to compute the 5-fold of a point on an Edwards
curve. We present two different versions which lead to the same result but have
a different complexity. The first version needs 17M + 7S while version 2 needs
14M + 11S. The second version is better if S/M is small.
Both versions were verified to produce the 5-fold of the input point (X1 : Y1 :
Z1 ) by symbolically computing 5(X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) using the addition and doubling
formulas from [5] and comparing it with (X5 : Y5 : Z5 ).
It is interesting to note that the formulas do not have minimal degree. The
new variables X5 , Y5 , Z5 have total degree 33 in the initial variables even though
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Fig. 4. Importance of parameter choices (200 bits, Edwards)

one would expect degree 52 . Indeed, X5 , Y5 , Z5 are all divisible by the degree-8
polynomial ((X12 −Y12 )2 +4Y12 (Z12 −Y12 ))((X12 −Y12 )2 +4X12 (Z12 −X12 )). Minimizing
the number of operations led to better results for our extended polynomials.
The 17M + 7S-formulas for quintupling:
A = X12 ; B = Y12 ; C = Z12 ; D = A + B;
E = 2C − D; F = D · (B − A); G = E · ((X1 + Y1 )2 − D);
H = F 2 ; I = G2 ; J = H + I; K = H − I; L = J · K;
M = D · E; N = E · F ; O = 2M 2 − J; P = 4N · O;
Q = 4K · N · (D − C); R = O · J; S = R + Q; T = R − Q;
X5 = X1 · (L + B · P ) · T ; Y5 = Y1 · (L − A · P ) · S; Z5 = Z1 · S · T.

The 14M + 11S-formulas for quintupling:
A = X12 ; B = Y12 ; C = Z12 ; D = A + B; E = 2C − D;
F = A2 ; G = B 2 ; H = F + G; I = D2 − H; J = E 2 ;
K = G − F ; L = K 2 ; M = 2I · J; N = L + M ; O = L − M ;
P = N · O; Q = (E + K)2 − J − L; R = ((D + E)2 − J − H − I)2 − 2N ;
S = Q · R; T = 4Q · O · (D − C); U = R · N ; V = U + T ; W = U − T ;
X5 = 2X1 · (P + B · S) · W ; Y5 = 2Y1 · (P − A · S) · V ; Z5 = Z1 · V · W.

Note that only variables A . . . E have the same values in the two versions.

